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Facts:

Lockup is an implementation of the proposed mitigations
for jailbroken devices running iOS 7.

This proof of concept has shown that is
technically possible to restrict the number of
exposed services based on the tasks the user
wants to perform in the device at any given
time.

The U.S.A. N.S.A. has extensive surveillance
capabilities over iOS devices [Rosenbach].
Targets include innocent citizens such as
sysadmins working for companies where N.S.A.
wants to infiltrate [Gallagher].
Surveillance likely happens through default iOS
system services and abuse of pairing certificates
[Zdziarski].

With one command (lockup-profile) the user sets the
profile in use at any given time based on the tasks he wants
to perform. This disables unnecessary services.
Another command (lockup-interval) lets the user define the
period at which pairing records are deleted. This sets the
maximum lifetime of trust relationships.

Lockup will be released as free software so that
other researchers and developers can adapt it as
they find convenient.
Fig 2: A screenshot of lockup-profile.
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Services.0-FactoryDefault.plist
Services.1-MDM.plist
Services.2-InstallApps.plist
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Proposed solution

lockup-interval

Many possible mitigations:

●

●

●

Disable unwanted services (e.g. sniffer)
Restrict other sensitive services to USBOnly.
For the rest of services: define a number of
profiles for typical device uses, such as:
remote management through MDM; allow app
installation through iTunes; media sync... And
choose the desired profile at any moment.
Periodically delete pairing records (trust certs).
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Considerations:
●

●

●

In order to simplify the implementation
we defined our profiles as incraesingly
restrictive, meaning that if a service is
available in profile n it will also be
available in the lower profiles n-1, n-2...
Although the overall security posture is
improved, the use of jailbreak disables a
number of security protections opening
the door to new weaknesses.
Consequently, users should not install
any additional software via Cydia.

Work in progress:
●

Port to iOS 8.

●

Add a GUI.

Fig. 1: The different software components of Lockup.
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We intend to continue working in the tool,
maintaining it and adding new features such as:
monitor the list of available services and detect
if new services are installed; log service
connection attempts; and offer the user real-time
notifications.
The use of jailbreak was unavoidable due to the
restrictions inherent to the iOS environment, but
it would be trivial for Apple to implement this
kind of changes in stock iOS versions. This,
however, does not seem likely to happen in any
near future.
Using techniques similar to those of redsn0w
and other jailbreaks, it should be possible to
perform only the first steps of the process,
modify core system files to disable unwanted
services, and return the device to a nonjailbroken state without installing the untethered
exploit [Miller]. This would put together the
best of both worlds, and is a very promising line
of research for the future.

...all your iPhone are belong to us
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